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Fundamental Orientations 

Canine Freestyle Moves Database 

The following identifies positions of the dog relative to the handler. The positions are named 

according to which way the dog is facing relative to the handler. 

Clicking on an orientation will take you to "How to Teach" the dog a particular position. 

Please note that positions can be taught using various methods, three of which are: 

 Squaring the dog into position 

 Using guides, like an x pen, to control the dog's approach and resultant position 

 Platforms; rectangular or pivot (Platform Training will not be covered here) 

 

Name Description 

= dog, arrow point is dog's head 

 = both feet facing forwards; 
            left foot, right foot 
... = both feet facing forwards, 
                   legs apart  

Face-to  

 

Dog's face/head is towards the handler, positioned 

360o anywhere around handler, close to the 

handler and at distance. 

  

 
    

 

Back-to 

  

Dog's rear-end/butt is towards the handler, 

positioned 360o anywhere around handler, close 

to the handler and at distance. 

  

 
     

 

Left-to 

  

Dog's left hand side is towards the handler, 

positioned 360o anywhere around handler, close 

to the handler and at distance. 

  

 
     

 

Right-to 

  

Dog's right hand side towards the handler, 

positioned 360o anywhere around handler, close 

to the handler and at distance. 

  

 

     
 

 

  

https://musical-dogsport.squarespace.com/squaring-the-dog
https://musical-dogsport.squarespace.com/teaching-position-using-an-x-pen
file:///C:/My%20Documents/Ilona%20My%20Docs/Documents/SquareSpace/Files%20Used/02%20Fundamental%20Orientations/01%20Fundamental%20Orientations/fundamental_o_01_ft.htm
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Straddled-forward 

  

Dog is positioned between the handler's feet, 

facing the same direction as the handler. 

  

  

  ........ 

  

Straddled-backward 

  

Dog is positioned between the handler's feet, 

facing the opposite direction the handler is facing. 

  

  

  ........ 

  

Straddled-left 

  

Dog is positioned between the handler's feet, 

facing the handler's left hand side. (This is only 

possible if the size of the dog, relative to the 

handler permits it.) 

  

  

  ........ 

  

Straddled-right 

  

Dog is positioned between the handler's feet, 

facing the handler's right hand side. (This is only 

possible if the size of the dog, relative to the 

handler permits it.) 

  

  

  ........ 

  

 

All of the above orientations can also be considered "heel" positions, where "heel position" is 

defined as some part of the dog's body, in line with a particular part of the handler, maintaining that 

position relative to the handler while the handler is stationary, moves forwards, backwards, left or 

right sideways (side-passing). 

The position behavior should be precise and on verbal cue 

long before the first step is taken by the handler. 

Held-high 

  

The dog is held by the handler such that it is 

above the handler, regardless of the position of 

the handler; position being lying, sitting, kneeling 

or standing. 

  

 

Held-low 

  

The dog is held by the handler such that it is 

below the handler's torso. 

  

 

Held 

  

The dog is held by the handler in any position 

between high and low. 

  

  

 On Handler 

  

The dog may be sitting, standing or lying, 

unaided, on any part of handler's body. 

  

  

 

Note: Some freestyle organizations may not permit any contact between dog and handler during a 

competition routine. 

Back to Start 
 

https://musical-dogsport.squarespace.com/001-moves-database-index

